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Ana Sanchez(June 20,1980)
 
I'm a lost soul, who finds it intriguing to write about anything..But Love has
always been my passion, My founder..I been writing poetry since i was 17 years
old....or at least short stories...it is still with me til this day. Writing helped me
through a rough stage in my life..Called Depression..Thank God i haven't looked
back..I would like to publish a book..Let'
s see how it goes...
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A Daughters Promise
 
I can't sleep. I'm in too deep thinking about life and how I feel incomplete, my
fathers passing was tragic and now he is at peace. It opened up my eyes on how
life can be. He was a blessing in my life and now I really can see, that loss is a
gain of experience to me, to take care of what matters first in life is a priority to
make things right in the oblivious eye. I had writers block for some time and now
I'm opening myself in these lines, is a blessing in disguise. Dad I will make things
right. I see a new light of profound in my life. I will make you proud and that's a
promise.
 
R.I.P Dad
 
Ana Sanchez
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A Delicate Peace Of Mind
 
There is a man, that when I see him, A rush starts flowing through my body. It's
so intense that I desire him more each day. He's clever so slick and I adore him.
He has a mind so peaceful, so calm, I'm wondering what else he has that's
soothing. I look at him with so much passion because that's what he represents
 
Ana Sanchez
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A New Friend
 
A smile is all you ever needed to give me.
To ensure me how you feeling.
That look of sexual healing.
Definitely gives me meaning.
I needed to see this on my own.
My mind is what you truly blown.
In a matter of hours, I was captivated by you 
And now I find myself thinking of you.
You a sweetheart the rarest or the rare gem that with a glance I was yours
before hand. It's seems to me that I ain't going no where. I know. Because i
found a new friend (in you)  
 
Ana Sanchez
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A Nice Surprise
 
Wake me up in the morning, with your
touch caressing my face. Our eyes
locked that can't never escape.
Warmth of your soul, keeps me sane
and this delusional feeling will never
go away. Haven't felt this at all for
so long. I dream it in my head so i
won't forget. One day this shall be
true and when I open my eyes i hope it's you.....
 
Ana Sanchez
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A Simple Quest
 
Driven is the force of energy within me that wants to be free and exert in extasy.
Romance is my weapon I use to lure you in my thoughts.
Passion is my desire to be kept in as one.
One simple stare explains a thousand word, that I dont dare to bare.
Lonely is my soul aiming for that touch to console.
Kisses mark a brand new theme in my plea.
Hugs so tight I dont dare say goodnight.
How far can a simple being gto to find what she wants the most LOVE LOVE and
more LOVE
Are you hidden in a field that I must prevail?
Are you doing the same thing I am and that is dreaming of that moment where I
know I found you and wont let you go! !
 
Ana Sanchez
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A Superior Specimen
 
I'm fighting this battle on my own
The one that everyone knows.
Trying to defeat my own skin
For the Feelings I have for him
No longer can I provide
Because it's all empty on his side
Once in a blue, shouldn't conclude
I'm looking for this constant interaction
Between him and her, so far its just her
All alone in this world, No wasted sorrows
Or hesitant gestures
I'm through with this empty tank
I'm filling it with the premium brand
A superior specimen, who is down for me
If only god could let it be
Staying strong and having faith
Til one day...I'll meet him someday...
 
Ana Sanchez
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Actions Prove All
 
Let me fill an application. to get inside of your  line will be filled with joyous
moments of my being. i will make u smile a good smile. laugh a good laugh. I am
not here so that
u can provide for me right away. i want to know all of you before i make this
move that will
fly your guard away. I'm an independant soul that stands before you. so that you
could know.
i don't care bout your money, your car. what gear your rocking. i just want to
know you for you
time is whats valid here. i get so glad when i hear from my dear. things
happened so fast
i just hope that this friendship could last. your kisses are sweet and so are your
words. but that
means nothing until your actions come forth...
 
Ana Sanchez
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Alex
 
Valuable it may seem
That you came out of nowhere
Or was it my dream
Since day one, was intrigued
By my perception of thee
Hold this hand that is built
For you and I'll show you
What I can do, to make your
Life a little better. I believe
We can face any weather
If you believe in this
Chemistry that we got
Come into my arms
And give me a shot
Of sweet bliss that
I see because you were
Meant for me..
 
Ana Sanchez
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Best Friend
 
Best friend
since we were young, there was a bond that no one could ever share
Such a friendship so true..We laughed, we cried..experience all
a woman could ever go thru in life..I'm grateful to have such
a friend like you..God knew what he was doing when he put you
in my path..And for that..I want to thank you for being real
when you needed to be..and til this day i consider you my sister
When you are in pain..so am I..When you are in pure bliss..I feel
that too..I will always be here to guide you in the right direction
So dont hesitate to call..Just Dial A...for Ana..
 
Ana Sanchez
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Cold As Ice
 
Reality seems to bite me every time.
I'm immune to the pain, that's why i like it so much
The excitement that plays along with it's part.
That's why my heart is no longer Red with love
Its cold as Ice blue...
 
Ana Sanchez
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Crazy Love
 
Its starts with an adrenaline rush forcing its way to my heart.
Heart beats in a trance, I cant stop this romance. Palms sweaty,
Nerves are getting heavy. His presence does that to me, you see,
he was dead to me. I couldn't bare the thought of him not being mines.
He declined my offer. I buried him and my feelings deep. Months passed he came
back. I can't do this to myself. Its not good for my health. He is engaged now I'm
happy for him. don't want to jeopardize that, someone out there is for me. I'm
patiently waiting his arrival with open arms. My soul will let me know when this is
so...
 
Ana Sanchez
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Created
 
Created to see the mist that compresses my high on life
My presence is a must for you.
Might be my swagger Might be my stamina.
I have the proper attire that
would have you think of things the way I do.
I'm living this double life which has me fighting
these battles of agony.
Distribute your appreciation of my conscious mind.
Come see this evening star shining upon my throne.
Wish you were here So I can call it a home
Land a kiss on my glossy ience the songs
Singing across my body. Dancing its way to the dance
countdown is depriving me from my time.
Secure this secret that is slightly leaking of Us.
I was created to conquer my quest, for that specific
touch that makes my heart melt.
 
Ana Sanchez
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Crush
 
Each day passes by. My mind wandering away. Telling myself these feelings I
can't delay. You have so much
appeal to you. I keep hesitating and I'm being honest too. Not knowing what
tomorrow will bring. Hopefully
that will be the day that You and i cling. Since the day I saw you. I was dazed.
Hearing your voice, i was
ing  on your tempting lips, that if one day ill get to kiss and ponder away to
sweet bliss
I wake up every morning with a huge smile on my face, because even though
you dont know me well, Inside I
have my eye on you. Even though Not sure where we will be..i will always be
your friend indeed...
 
Ana Sanchez
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Damsel In Distress
 
Time has collapsed in my grasp
Momentarily tearing me apart from then and now
Daring is my soul that wants to be.
This person in me is lacking catastrophe,
Smiling is the sensation I want to feel, instead i hide all whats left in me in my
bed
Feeling nothing but numbness in my field
My god has been watching over me and within time I know i will be blessed.
I want that girl that I used to be, carefree and miraculously in tact with oneself
to construct this being that's in distress.
But until then Ill live with my head up high until I become whole once again
 
Ana Sanchez
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Declaration Of Me
 
This whirlpool of wonders
Circling inside my brain
It executes my liberty
And drives me insane
Tempting lures and Flirty cause
To see what is penetrating
Inside me.
Takes me to a new zone
No where I never been before
Declaration of me
To know where exactly Where
Iam supppose to be
I stand up so tall and vain
My kiss taste like pure sweet cane
Growing immensely from ground and up
til one smile will eliminate
All your rottten Pout
Feverishly delighted by other
Flamboyantly ways to melt your heart
With my savage domains
Purely sweet speaks the eyes
that conquer to be familiar
With the lies that ponder
Declaration of me
Because I can only be me
To view, To proclaim,
The role that is meant for me
 
Ana Sanchez
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Everyday Obstacles
 
Cheer up
Raise your Cup
Make a Toast
And give it a boast
Lose Control
Move your soul
Smile for the rest
Put them to the test
Is it real?
Seal the deal!
In your comfort zone
About to get blown
Problem solver
Get the revolver
Do your time
Think about the crime
So many obstacles
So many follicles
Everyday stress
Always a mess
Therapy relaxation mode
Observation code
Mastermind of intelligence
Mood attitude of arrogance
Everyday Obstacles
Of human life
Always around us
So who do you trust?
 
Ana Sanchez
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Fantasy Land
 
I see the palm tree's breezing through the air. The ocean's wave rushing through
my veins. The sunshine's so bright. The seagulls gulping away, whatever's left in
the sea, but in my vision all I see is you and me indulging every moment,
capturing each kiss in a glance. The way your fingers curl around my back. It
makes me think of the time we danced had a blast. I could stare at your eyes
forever. It's like being in paradise with a drink.
 
Ana Sanchez
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Fighting Feeling
 
Time to heal
Fight to feel
Love and lust
Two different trust
Mourn to find
The One that's kind
Tender and Caring
Not dry and daring
Affectionate kiss
That I truly miss
Near and all
For you I'd fall
Touch is grand
Hold this hand
Let extacy stand
Momentum flowing
When seeing you, I glow
Life is warm
Tales are told
For you to mold
This love into a whole
 
Ana Sanchez
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Forgetting You
 
One destined for your touch
Don't reimburse me with your trust
Lacking every single moment for your time
For the day that you will never be mine
End this war for my attention.
Delete all those memories of me
For you don't deserve me
Silence suits you well
My heart is torn between the day
That i fell for your sultry kiss
Forgetting you i must nor your beauty allows me too
I miss those heavenly charm, your masculine design
Soft sleek texture, your voluptuous scent of mind.
Take me back to the time which i cant remember and
I must move forth with this mind that
allows me to cure your thesis of miraculous being
 
Ana Sanchez
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Four Letter Word
 
Love is a four letter word with plenty of meaning behind it, the L represents
Life, without life, we wouldn't experience love. after all life is made of love
O represents the obstacles we go through in love. It has its rough patches, each
hole is filled with the outcome of an issue we all face. V represents Vitality
without vitality we wouldn't be able to put the problems and issues behind us.
therefore The E represents Everyone because Everyone in life will experience
love and endure from this wonderful experience.
 
Ana Sanchez
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From Friendship To Lovers
 
Re-assurance is key here. guide me, light me, feel me, secure thee, make me
smile
make me breathe, make me live this life with this one who is for me. Turn those
quiet times into fun  me, hold me, touch me, make me realize you are
reality and not just fictional. Tragically make me fall on my knees and when I
stand up your the one with the solution, to this defeat. I can guarantee your
going to really like me. One of a kind, rare gem. Shiny on the outside. But with
Value on
the  comadity that stands for friendship is just a step further from
the real thing. Kiss me and see whats in store for your future...
 
Ana Sanchez
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Genres Of Love
 
What was, now is not.
How can you undo,
and do what was done to me
Your the light that in the dark
flared a bright smile in my
darkness for days.
Catching each of my senses
that brought me back
to an hour of love I saved.
Kissing each moment
true bliss and in the eyes of you.
Mesmerized in time to trap,
your genuine figure in my mind for months.
This love has paused and played
with genres to go without a cause
so why would you deny yourself
the honor of love. When midnight
strikes I should perish like smoke
in the air. So why don't you press play
So I can appear again.
 
Ana Sanchez
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Goodbye For Now
 
This is imperative. I need you to cleanse me with your philosophy of life, your my
therapy. My strategy of being whole. I'm not content, reminscing piece by piece
of what could of been, but now is not. How can I evaporate all of these templates
that remind me of you. The harm's done. Therefore I'm setting you free like it
should be. Goodbye for now!
 
Ana Sanchez
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Goodnight Sweetheart
 
Good night sweetheart
As the day falls into night
I say what a delight, what have become of thee
You crawl into my head
sneak into my bed, without permission
You stumble across me, stare at me, without talking
your body conversing though, you flirt under disguise
In my world, your mine, I know I can't have you.
So I might as well Fantasize.
 
Ana Sanchez
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Hard Body
 
I walk with a guarded shield over my head, it wasn't designed for you too see,
not just yet
I prefer to make you starve for a while, hard body got you hovering over me.
I rise to the occasion, spitting some game on my hand and throwing it, your way,
to feed your mind these  mind blowing lyrics of passion.
Your life is a rollercoaster of disaster. hard body got you hovering
over me. I'm laughing kindly awakening you from this misery that belongs to
you, no other can  provide and deliver this adrenaline desire to you. I'm in this
world of pain, your in this life of game, trying to inherit my attention. Your going
to need a license to get into this heart for all this affection
 
Ana Sanchez
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His Charm
 
This guy is on me like gluten on bread. I'm trying to stay strong but he fights to
be in my head. He has a passion just trying to get it out of him,the last thing i
remember with him the lights were dim. Two bodies, encouraging each others
senses. His kisses, his physics, his charm me in his arms. I kiss him and I feel
nice. Next thing you know seeing him is going to be a vice. Friday's will always
be remembered and I hope this life will take me to sweet November. Where do I
go from here. Once I'm with him there is nothing i fear just tears from my dear. I
care about E-rock. Til the clock goes ticktock. Don't matter where I'm at. He is
gonna be there and that's a fact. So to all who doesn't believe. You shall proceed
in being that rock in love that u can achieve.
 
Ana Sanchez
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His Harmful Spell
 
I don't know why his evil look got a hold on me. A force of nature that attempts
to break
free but doesn't. His essence is surrounding every bit of my soul, grabbing every
inch
of my body close to him. Its hard to let go. I can't breathe. its you i want to
cease
. His mouth is calling me to do the searching, trying to get past him. is difficult
because my look isn't invisible. its like he reads right through me. My veins are
pumping
this blood that's for him. I'm addicted to his charm. and at the end, It is I that he
harmed.
 
Ana Sanchez
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I Feel
 
Cant sleep thinking about my lips on his cheek, and how he makes me giggle in
the middle.
When he speaks he has my full attention.
His affection is my direction to where I want to go
I feel it from the bottom of my toes, the tingle that he inspires me to feel great
and this ordeal that is unfortunate
Smiling suits him well and I'm glad I can do that
I want to create memories that even our minds will never forget.
I feel as he is for me. He fits like a glove in my palm that is empty,
I want to play my part and put my face in his heart.
 
Ana Sanchez
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I Guarantee
 
I guarantee
the love
that forces
me too interact
with your wellness
will devote its
natural causes
entirely to your
soul that i love
with all my all
grateful isn't the
word I'm looking
for its more
spiritual than
anything else
I encountered
before..you are
you and I am me
lets not change
anything because
that's how its
suppose to be
I love thee...
To me, my life
is complete
without you
there is no me
I feel as if
the love we
share cant be
replaced.
I found you
and I will
keep you til
there is no
soul in me...
god bless you
cause i'm for you
I cherish you
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from your head to
your feet...
Will you
recipricate?
 
Ana Sanchez
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I Hope
 
I hope that when things turn bad, I'm the one you call.
I hope that your life is what you make of it even if it's without me. I hope life
brings you at peace, even when turmoil begins to unfold, like the sand asking for
water to hydrate its way to back into a whole.
I hope that love finds its way into your heart to fill the void that's yearning for
that kiss that was dismissible.
I hope your dreams come true and in the end. I'm glad I found you.
 
Ana Sanchez
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I'm Me
 
My mind is leaving on the next plane
Don't know if I should come back again
This world is going in circles, rounding up in my brain
I try to stay sane, but people dictate my claim, and cause
some malfunction to my veins. F that I'm on my natural high
I'm not here to please everyone indeed.
I'm here for a reason, to brighten your smile in all four seasons.
Take it or leave it behind. I'm your daily dose of fun for once in your life
I'm me its impossible to duplicate me. Your an idiot for trying to find girls
that insinuate me, so please..Cause I am me open your eyes and See.
 
Ana Sanchez
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I'm Stuck
 
I'm stuck on cupid
I'm stuck on this drastic measure we call life
I'm stuck on this empty feeling of love, or how it feels to be loved
I'm stuck on this phenomenon heroic figure, that doesn't exist
I'm stuck on this conclusion that we are suppose to be.
I'm stuck on your invisible hands caressing me.
i'm stuck on your warm kisses, your warm hugs, your warm touch.
I'm stuck on this spacious momentum, flowing thru my soul.
I'm stuck on eliminating you from my life..
So let me go, let me live, I am setting you free, like it should be..
goodbye for now.
 
Ana Sanchez
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In A Sudden Change
 
Free my mind
l used to be kind
Back when those days
Was a crazy maze
Time changes people
Don't let it change you
Measure these moments
That in a rapid sequence
I was enlightened by you
For closure italways seems
It's always dark in these streets
Smile a sweet smile once in a while
Fate is at my side. About time!
The sky is at its peak again
Blue and oh so clear
Loving it all at a steady pace
And in your arms i'll come
Running again
In a sudden change
I remember when
Life was full and half
Empty again
Time is valuable and
Precious to me
You came in and
Molded me back to me
Is it that stare or
Your conscience state of mind
That got me in a trance
To be the woman that
I want to be standing
Next to thee. I love you
And being with you
It only took to get
Under that nook
That has my mark
Kiss me so you could
See that spark until
At night you see my
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Reply from the moment
That i don't want to
Say Good Night..
 
Ana Sanchez
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In Despair
 
It's hard to stare at a person that you love, I swear from above that I would treat
you like I would a dove. You care so deeply for one on one so intuitively. You try
to so hard for the connection to be there buts it's just you. How do you repair? I
changed for the better and you still compare me to the person I was months ago.
This love is so fragile to me that I will try not to trip on my own two feet. I want
the man I fell for. I know my poems don't mean a thing to you like they used
too. But I want to see that smile for miles. I want to fall deep in your arms and
get lost like when we make love. Your kisses are sweet. I miss your delightful
touch, your words more importantly. Come back to me please!
 
Ana Sanchez
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In Too Deep
 
I'm diving in a pool of wonder, Wondering what is it about you that drives me
insane. I can't sleep, I'm in too deep. Swimming my way out of this one. My
curiousity is making me die hard and full of vengance. In this life, I wanted
nothing but to become the best and all you do is compare me to the rest. I have
my own damn trend! In a time of need there is no one there to guide me. My
hand is up in the air. I feel like I'm drowning. Help me. As I lay in the water I
think what is it that drives me crazy. I'm forcing my way up in the air..and I
come to realize it is you...
 
Ana Sanchez
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Invisible You!
 
Give me a taste of pure heaven, where everything gleams and shines.
The sun so bright, it kind of hurts my eyes.
Smile for me, erase all bad you ever had, Hold me close, don't let go! cause I
know tomorrow it's going to show. Embrace the love I have for you. Stop hiding
the person you are because its crucial. Talk to me. tell me something. Don't just
stand there, kiss me, touch me. Don't leave me fair and square. Now I see it's
just a dream, because your not here with me, your just a shadow in my dreams
 
Ana Sanchez
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I'Ve Learned
 
I've learned that in life you can't take everyone and everything serious, you can't
change a person, no matter how hard you try.
 
I've learned that things happen for a reason, either you can learn from the
experience and grow from it or move on.
 
I've learned when you kiss, kiss passionately and slowly, trust me you will feel
the tingle.
 
I've learned that in time you will get over all your fears as you get older. You will
have more courage.
 
I've learned that all is fair in love and war, we are our self motivators, stop
feeling sorry for yourself. Get up and get out!
 
I believe if you believe in yourself, Others will believe in  you. Stick to family,
they are the only one's you have. Remember you grew up with them.
 
Smile, even if someone isn't, give them yours. Love with your heart and soul not
with your mind and eyes
 
I've learned that time will tell only where you will be in the next year or two.. It
all depends on you...
 
Ana Sanchez
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Jose Morales
 
Jet streams flying across the sky
Opposites may attract by
Simply your kisses and
Even your touches
 
Makes me want to melt
On your arms and hug the
Rest of you goodnight
All is fair in this
Level of friendship that we
Eventually come across
Sexually overflowing My every being..
 
Ana Sanchez
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Lately
 
Thinking lately, of you maybe
your face and it's exterior. The
way you stare deeply into my
eyes. It feels as if you live in me.
Encounter each sentence in a
glance. You mean so much already
 
Ana Sanchez
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Loneliness
 
My hopes are up reaching for the sky. My emotions are down thrushing through
the ground, yesterday was beautiful  I think about it and smile. I'm trying so
hard not to let the day end, but sadly I find myself lonely again. In my quiet
apartment, when all you hear is the clock ticking, my neighbors chatting away.
The moment is endless but sadly ending. I lay one tear dropp on this page.
Thinking will I ever see the day I'll be married someday. All I do is pray close my
eyes and have faith.
 
Ana Sanchez
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Lost In Desire
 
Once our lips touched, you take me with you to this place called desire. Your
energy mixed with mine collapses to my heart and it beats profusely. Then we
touched cheek to cheek. Wow your skin so soft. Your kiss so tender, your touch
so special. I could stay in your arms forever. But rarely, i think about that look
that you give me and how it drives me crazy, your voice so calm. How safe I feel
when I'm with you that I know I can be found in this placed called desire......
 
Ana Sanchez
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Lost Love
 
A long lost love came back to grasp.  
The one that I can't truly forget.
His eyes have a way with words that truly speak.
Under his spell I am gradually.
Kisses have its with me, our tongues are well together eventually I see my whole
self with this being so unique til this day he makes me weak in the knees.
Time has measured our distance so perfect because I'm worth it I'm sure.
In my heart I know he is the reason for me not moving on in this earth, I will no
longer lose sight against this soul because it is I who will run to him to quickly
console.C
 
Ana Sanchez
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Love Happens
 
Love happens to those who conquer their desire to live in happiness.
Love happens to those who believe, in fulfilling their dreams
Love happens for a reason, so we can commit to that person our whole life
stories and possibilities
Love happens the instant you feel that tightness in your stomach
Love happens to those who least expect it
Love happens to the conscious mind of hatred love=hate
Love is a beautiful thing, seek it and you shall receive results
 
Ana Sanchez
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Momentum Rush
 
There is no more blood running thru your veins
No more deep thoughts in your brains
My pulse crushing this momentum
thru my thrust of thirst for your blush
To see the stars coming out of your eyes
Relaxing my head on your masculine thigh
Lavishing each other's body making sweet
aroma  with our  me the password
to your mind so I can plant my whole self
there for life so you could wife me and
entice me with your stories and fables.
My mind is looking in the mood for you to
put me on this onately lurking
my every move so you can easily learn
this attributes of power that i got over you.
Til tomorrow shall be another day another way
to search in this escape of a way that I can
do you.
 
Ana Sanchez
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My Angel
 
I want an angel to hug me tonight.
So I can feel warm from his lightest touch.
My path has been so rough, I have yet seen his presence,
it's a must. Together we thrust from dust til dawn.
I landed in your arms and for you. I fell weak til my knees
became tremendously inclined with your history.
We belong together like the mist and the sea, only you and I could
feel it though so hug me my angel and we shall embrace this fire
that we both light up
 
Ana Sanchez
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My Capability
 
Sometimes this life makes me feel pain
I brush all away until i feel sane
My brain is capable of any disorder,
try to disable me and you will be in the border
Of my friendship with plenty of dip
and once I get to that tip
I'm gonna fly til I reach my destiny
cause my god is my earth. My reason
for living my capability will reach this limit
Til I conquer my quest to feel back in order
But once I feel pressure I'm my own worst enemy
Something I rarely have. I'm a beauty always gets miss dealt.
Time will only tell how far I'm til ill be on this earth
Until then ill make your time all worth
This fortune that is my capability to set you free,
from this mystery, stop chasing stones when
this diamond right here is going to make history
 
Ana Sanchez
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My Dreams
 
My dreams are waiting for me to become that Reality. Time is ticking taking its
course for perfection to feel remorse, of all that was lost in the fire of my desires
because perfection doesn't exist in my blind eyes. I can't see the mist, but I feel
relief, to release the shakras trying to take control of my being. I flow with
cause. The unread files in my head are distorted from the truth to be exposed.
My reality is that I've been asleep, for my lifetime to begin is in the Now.
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My Empty Heart
 
I'm crying these dry tears that are falling down my  empty feeling
of nothing burning through my insides. I'm angry, sad, hurt and no one
invisible marks that are streaming through  the floor, if he is the
one, he will realize the ghost in my eyes. Once kissed all this endearment
will disappear, like a shadow in the night. who will be the one to tame this
empty heart and fill it with so many pleasure, so many exotic flows just
locked up in a cave, waiting to escape, his touch is what I yearned and yet
he is not here to know this, My empty fire which flames are due in time to
reunite with this lost soul of mines...
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My Happiness
 
When will I find my happiness.
If it is within my soul
And I craze a smile within my flaws
I plant one before him
To seize this moment as it is my last breathe of fresh air
Seize it all
Proclaiming a non dismissal betrayal beyond this point.
Realistic as your heart speaks to me. I shall conquer your heart
with my smile
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My Journey
 
My Journey is never ending, He leaves me on an adrenaline rush that I can't
provide for myself. A mystical reciprical rush that I try to hide. The clock is
ticking drastically. Life is all about these amazing defeats that try to get past me.
Forever seeking  route is to be on you. The arrows are pointing to that chest.
Melting in your arms. You have this aura so refined and don't even know it..
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My King
 
My heart contains a lock
That in the night
I go in search of my king
Once day approaches
It closes it gaps..
Fear has dwelled upon me
although I can't see it
It creeps up on me
Until I feel it
Sneaking into my skin
Love is not an issue
Its the constant intervention
between me and my own
Destiny..you came along and
Flipped the script. Your glance
Your trance your performance...
I need it all, to move forth on
This place I called earth.
My smile is gushing away fears  of never meeting my dear
Until your presence glanced
At my attention. your decision
To date me was really authentic
I'm unique from your last domestic.......attracted with the moves to blend with.
Kisses
That will make your heart swell...
And a passion in an orderly fashion........I love u....
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My Legacy
 
My legacy was to fill in your's. It's un-explainable, it's un-tameable. The way you
make me see things. You open up my world to this new horizon. Thinking of you
makes me smile, makes me breathe, makes me live... I'm crazy for you!
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My Missing Piece
 
I have yet been able to find my missing piece
It has left me in disbelief
Smiles turned to frowns with the quickness
Loneliness and Solitude are my friends
Night time has turned to stress
One day he smiled said hello, and I stood in my zone
Questioning the whereabouts of this soul
Laughter was my medicine that he couldn't post pone
My missing piece was this being's humor to Co exist
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My Time
 
This rain traps my mind into a daze that I craze from a phase of this life that I
praise.
 
I'm walking steps closer to my destiny, what I feel is nothing like reality am I
living in a fantasy?
 
Where everything is clear to me, I can finally see.
 
My thoughts my mind is exclusive. I'm tired of the phony procrastinators that
want me to be on their to do list
 
Time is ticking so let me rehearse this verse. I dont have time to converse. I
have beauty I got brains half these men dont have what it takes, to ease my
mind with kind remarks they just notice my nice behind
 
I'm not with that, step aside I'm trying to find my Bonnie and Clyde.
 
.
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My Version
 
The exterior form of this being, so fragile, so kind. anyone could love, but the
blockage this person anticipates is so profound, its like a maze, getting to know
piece by piece
like a puzzle in disbelief. I stare at this being cause I know her very well.
Although
It seems to be running away from something escaping doesn't help. I'm caught
up from then
and now quiet soul standing tall with flaws and one seems to judge, One word,
one
touch. One release. 'I live for love' it said, and that, I haven't found yet. The
voice in me
wants to exhilarate all of me into reality that I'm living, but it cant not pursue in
searching something that isn't there. Therefore I must love myself before I love
another. time is
watchless. her eyes are telling the story without her lips moving inspiring me to
do the
nless breathtaking she is.I'm staring at her in the mirror. this person is Me.
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My Visual Effect
 
Fragile state of mind, she wonders
Confused and stressed, she ponders
Life seems so easy to live
yet so hard to conquer
Working your hours away
To distract your mind from others
My life is on a fast track pace
Wish I knew where my destiny lies.
I feel like starting all over again.
Where would i end
I'm a socialite in search for something good
But misery always finds me in the hood
Always looking to feed my ego.
to distract and interact my mind with these
mystical creatures
Taming you with my physical features.
although I will never restrain
My visual effect I will always obtain
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My Zone
 
Step out of your zone, and come into my own. Where skies the limit. Reach for
the stars and see visuals of my heart beating, colliding beats as one per second,
blessing is a metaphor. It's more like I'm your destiny. Mentally capacitated by
your allowance of love. Forgo these beautiful memories so far. I smile because
the tide that bonds us, can't unravel nothing at all. These sequence of your being
modifies that this is meant to be.
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Pain = Pleasure
 
I perceive love as my weakness, without it I can't continue my journey. There is
just something about the warmth of the other hand touching you. What to do
then? Once it's gone. All you have is memories and what could have been? I miss
that feeling when fire  is igniting my soul, sending messages to my brain to
unwrap the gift that belongs to me. Because I deserve it. I been to good to show
my talent. Now the show must go on. I am living in a fantasy. Where i endure all
this pleasure, but in reality its all pain pain and more pain. Pain = Pleasure.
Which one did you think I chose?
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Passion
 
What I desire is simplicity itself.
Duration better take it's course
Long waiting for this hello, never saying goodbye.
Focusing on this prelude to a kiss. I claimed a long time ago
Romance me til I can't stand still. We fall to this floor of roses.
Leaving my body touched in full. Belonging to you, is where I need to be.
Throw me a wink and I'll re-imburse you with my gift 'of love'
Embrace and cherish all of this, Shall I embark in a quest for your attention.
When I feel the moisture of your hing Called Passion..We light up! !
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Phase Of Love
 
As I step into this phase of love. I brace myself. Walking near you, staring,
caring, sharing all at once. I exhale, you inhale all of my intuition. Devotion is all
around us, because were the connection around the universe. We could translate
it in so many different ways. There is no competition with our energy. We're
unbeatable. They can't break through it. You and I are it. My emotion mixed with
your collaboration take it to this existence of trust.
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Rescue Me
 
Rescue me from this nicotine thats suppose to be bad for me
Rescue me from these lonely nights when I am suppose to be by your side.
Rescue me from this mystery thats suppose to be us
Take me into ectasy, merely passing philosophy of your existence.
Lead me the way to Passion Ave, where we could shop until we couldn't no more
Fill me in all your secrets, so they could be mine too
Drive for miles until we reach no where, and its just us two, breathing this air of
popouri
Let me indulge in this colaboration of trust we got, cause indeed you just
Rescued me
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Sequence
 
I'm in a trance, trying to brush
His performance out my head.
Reduce the image of negativity
Into a positive glance before hand. Secluded with my to do list is in demand.
Time is wasted trying save this romance. Debating is fading away trying save
what's left in me. Im seeing what's left in between....empty feeling of your
sequence is what I feel, yet your words show the love in 3d naturally
contemplating what's in it for me so I can feel. If this sequence is the real deal.
Kisses marks the spot when so much has evolved. My heart can take no more in
this lonely war that I claimed six months ago. Actions do say more than your
voice to be heard. Killing myself slowly so I feel no pain.I'm a damsel in distress
for my king to proclaim. Your sequence is planted so far in me. Dwell this feeling
and delet me naturally
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Seven Days
 
Seven days goes by like it was yesterday that I saw your truly eyes, Seven days
in a stage of phases that neglect your goodbye.
 
Day one was torture, pictures and sculptures.
Day two tremendous illusion major confusion.
Day three melodies and ring backs of what used to be.
Day four I can feel your aura lingering in my presence your memory is
disappearing in my system once and for all.
Day five your face is like hives creeping up on my skin and can't bare the notion
of your compulsion.
Day six I'm s and no more pain.
Day seven round it all up, make me feel like i'm in heaven all over again.
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Show Me
 
Show me your bleeding heart and I'll show u my healing hand...one touch and all
your wounds will unite as one... Show me what you been missing and I'll show u
what I've been seeking..Our thoughts will establish a new meaning. Show me a
man that shows his true feeling and I'll show you a woman who will gravitate all
your well being........to be continued....
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Smile
 
I smile for me, because I can see how far l've become from Sadness to Madness
in a matter of time.
Triumph to Failure I measured that it doesn't matter because at the end of the
each day. I'm breathing.
so much chaos in the world and I'm worrying about one thing. Its not Miraculous.
Just know that I'm doing good. All this is temporary, remember nothing last
forever, only until December you have to make it good.
I smile for me, because only I can feel the joy within my soul
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Sometimes
 
Sometimes I feel like walking across water
Sometimes I feel like asking you am I your favorite daughter?
Sometimes at night, while everyone's asleep.I stay up and ponder
Sometimes I smile, even though I'm drowning in sweet sorrow
sometimes I Laugh Just so you don't hear my soul cry
But that doesn't mean I'm miserable just overwhelmed with the
sarcastic melody that plays apart in my life.
Sometimes I dream but I should be achieving..
Sometimes I act when I suppose to be realistic
Sometimes You throw me curve balls and I still catch them
Sometimes I dispise you and Other times i heart you right back
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Souls On Fire
 
Don't go playing with fire. I understand your desire, to melt my heart with your
games. What you lack is the map to get into my space. sincerity is what I'm
aiming for. seek it. and i will open my door. the key will fall right into your hands
when the time is right. I know you feel the need to play your part right. I'm here
to guide you into the right direction, hear me calling you, your scent is what
acknowledges me to get closer to you. Your lips fit right in with  me like a dime.
And i'll look at you as if you were a quarter. What do I have to do to play my
part, you are a friend from the start..until this kiss that blew me right in, into this
ball of fire that was igniting my all, lacking my senses from fantasy to reality.
Now I'm focused on lusting you  so spiritual, your so lyrical. your all is calling me
to finish this piece of puzzle that is disorderly.I'm your baby face I'm your care
intake, realize what you got..it could easily be distraught.
Don't mess with fire because you could get burn
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Sweetheart
 
Sweetheart since you came right in.
I gave you my heart within.
having u in my life is like
owning a treasure.
our love life will get better
sweetheart your kisses take me
to paradise
your love is in a place where
i'll keep you forever
no words can describe my feelings towards u
your smile is what makes me drift
your touch is what makes me live
when u get close i dont know how to be
its like you are for me
loving you is not a hobby
its my passion
I love every single detail of you in my life
god painted this portrait of us
for the world to see. how we inquire within
if only you could feel my heartbeat a thousand
times for  heart these steps i take
is to get closer to you. One day you will be
in the other end waiting for me. And in gods
eyes we will become one....
Because you are my last
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That Night
 
That night can't stay out of my mind.
It was pure delight, its  like you took me to a flight and I'm in your world. Where
that night my toes curled. Smiling is all I do when thinking of you. Closing my
eyes tight, while I'm bursting of thirst for your touch, your kisses, your thrust.
Passion is what leaks out of you. Extacy is what I'm bringing to you. Put us
together there's an explosion....Heaven is what we created
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The Calm Before The Storm
 
The way things were was my happier place. Where you would look at me stare
into my eyes like I was your sunrise. Hold my hand and I'll feel your warmth
within. Your gestures would make me smile. Your smile would captivate my inner
child and I'll look away from my  things are so different, your lost in your own
world. You don't smile, the calm before the storm was when I had YOU
completely to myself and now we are strangers who share the same bed. I miss
those times where we would talk all night. Now there's complete silence. Space
was granted like a thief who exchanged your soul for a corpse. The amount of
love I have to give won't suffice to what is waiting to reoccur. Not knowing is my
fear. The fear that we won't be ONE again. The calm before the storm is that
your my tornado and I'm your current.
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The Slightest Touch
 
The Slightest touch a woman could ever feel is with your hands
Time is in demand when spoken true words, that are worth my all
Moments like these don't come in all packages, just mine
Take time to soak it all in, smile that angel smile that I know best
Dont ever compare me to the rest. Is this a test?
Fate is at your side, don't  dare hide what you desire the most
Short period of time has met my desire to be in your presence
Do you feel the connection roaming through our souls, like a fireworks
sparking thru my veins. Yes I feel this is insane. You capture my attention from
the moment you was attentive. Keep playing your part right and you will see this
love in our own reflection
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Things Happen
 
Things happen in life that you have no control of
When the time is right, people will have an impact on you that you never knew.
Never cant explain how your insides just tingle
What is that? ? Nervousness, Emotions, Love
I want to be someone's reason for smiling and I am.
This feeling is taking me for a ride that I don't want to get off of.
Its unexplainable how we so compatible and didnt even notice, but timing made
me understand that we are suppose to be.
Timing is everything. Just don't stare at your watch..
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This
 
This beautiful feeling
This sexual healing
This circle of trust
This problem with lust
This life so right
This world so bright
This person I like
This chemistry so tight
This aura so refine
This love you can't decline
This heart is yours
This mind I'll explore
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This Grand Pursuit
 
The luxury of being seen as a forbidden fruit to my dismay was a treat. Eyes
locked smiles exchanged and the rest was stry lit up the room like never before
to her this grand pursuit was exhilarating. Words were said, fire lit her soul like
fireworks on July 4th. That kiss that drew me right in, was the key to our
existence. Wet like the sea she feel, when the thought of this grand pursuit
comes to mind. Adrenaline to the core, it was those times she saw something
him that she never explored before. take my hand and put it in your pants.I'll
show you what I can do. In the time of darkness this grand pursuit came and
made it bright again.
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This Vision
 
Clear this vision of emotion
wrapping deeply in my skin
seize this moment of gravity
that your love praise upon me
tremendous I say is your
devotion to I. I must look Away
from thee. Your kisses truly have
a way with me. Seducing you like
if there is no other because it's true
wrap your arms around me, though
I'm yours forever. Make you smile is
my duty, yearning for these year to
come so I can show you the surprises
underneath my skin. You make my
insides tickle. Loving you is the best
medicine I could cure. In a short period
of time I wouldn't ask for anything more.
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Today
 
Frozen be the chance, in the way my heart feels. People smiling your way but my
eyes Dont seem to locate, where this pain is coming from. My mind Is at a daze
that had me in a maze for days. People ask me. Are you ok? What's in that word.
I can't seem to identify it. When I cared to the extreme measure. I was getting
noticed and now that I am numb people want to approach me. I smirk because
it's ironic and toxic in this world today. Will it change? Although nothing remains
the same. So much is happening here today. I wonder if that's the reason I
haven't smiled today!
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True
 
True be the hands that holds me still
True be the heart that beats from the sound of my voice
True be the feelings that pursue my essence of love
True be the expressions of what you feel for me. LOVE
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True Bliss
 
True bliss would be the sound of your whispers traveling to my ear thru my
stomach where butterflies appear, your face, your smile is all you my dear.
 
True bliss is making you laugh when your upset, you dont have to pretend with
me. I'm real.
 
True bliss is knowing what you got and knowing everything is going to be alright
 
True bliss should be this everlasting love and compassion between you and I.. or
is it just I?
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Truly, Madly, Deeply
 
Truly, Madly, Deeply
 
 
Truly, this life that I'm living is the best life I  have. There is only one me.
Unique from my head to my feet, I smile and its because all the people in it,
make it worth while. Blessed with this beauty that I cant share with no other,
Truly blessed, truly adored, Truly Me
 
Madly is a term I use to digest this angry feeling towards all the negative
in my life, sadness, drama, haters etc. luckily i hardly have that but if i
did...it would perish like smoke in the air....
 
Deeply cleansing my inner soul, bringing clarity to a whole is my destiny
fulfilling these gaps that proclaim before me.I am this spiritual mind that
likes to wonder and come forth with nature. Truly Madly Deeply me
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Uneasy Plan
 
An uneasy plan about to go in effect.
This true love story has so many glories
In time so many things changed
But their love stood the same
focusing on his true being.
Feelings never was the deal, with the recipient
Right under his nose was his significant other
Yet he is so blind to see cause he was interest, in another
Take approach of the one that's in front of you
Cause she could be swiped by another dude
Love is so easy to give, yet so hard to find
Then so blind at times.
I wish he could get out of my mind
If he isn't for me, then who shall it be
Time is flying by so fast, this uneasy plan
Got me in a trance, to romance the man that is for me
This uneasy plan got him in a instant bypass to
full fill every girl of his dreams
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Welcome To Paradise!
 
I would love to get tangled in your blanket, where our souls are lost in each
others habitat. Our minds are trapped in this maze of extasy. Your touch
embodied all of my senses. Each penetrating stroke raised my intuition to
another level, near paradise. Our tongues danced, listening to the perfect
melodies of our kisses. I enjoyed every moment of it... Thanks for taking me
there to this new horizon....
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What Does A Girl Have To Do
 
Let's forget about me. Let's talk about you. What does a girl have to do to stare
deep into your soul. Where all your feelings are hybernating. I'll be the sun and
spark a lil light, so I could find what's missing in your life. I want to touch and
forego new heights with this being. What does a girl have to do to get what she
deserves. You, you and all of you....
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Whatever It Takes
 
Whatever it takes to fix your pending embrace, I'll do it. I feel your vital signs
calling me. Swerving my body to that nook that's there for me
Whatever it takes to make you realize that I'm the one. I'm for it, clearly
evaluating
your negative thoughts to a memory of  that sweet smirk that brightens up
my pathway to heaven.
Whatever it takes to kiss those moist lips that are awaiting to be kissed. I'll do it
Your presence is a must for me. Each tap is a consistent flow of energy going my
way.
Whatever it takes to dance the night away with you, is a day worth waiting for,
each
step is a chance on getting to know your next move and the real you.
Whatever it takes to make this friendship blossom into this intellectual
romance.I'm
down. I want to be that woman that makes you laugh, make you believe, makes
you and accept
the things that are bound to change. A perspective speckle of happiness you are
in
my life. Thanks for being you.
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Yesterday
 
I remember those days like it was yesterday, seeing eye to eye.
Exchanging phrases and places like it was definitely yesterday.
But time didn't measure the storm, we grew colder like the old man's ing my
hand our energy unbeatable. But whose eye's you need so you could see it. I
need you co-existence in front of me. Your lacking your own destiny. Your love is
suppose to be mine, yesterday was so beautiful. Why focus on today, all I feel is
pain. From the moment you said goodnight. My face staring at the floor, so our
eyes couldnt meet. My heart skipped a beat then I knew you was for me.
Yesterday was so beautiful, because you was in front of me, and now your
visibility got me weak to my knees...
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Your Details
 
This Fragment of details screwing with my head.
Your face is what it appears to be.
Daily focusing on what you can do to me instead of for me
Sometimes I wonder what trend you have over me.
Deeply moved by your circumference of life
I'm here to be your loving wife
Your are what moves me forward
Sweet mixtures of everything in one formalized body
that takes my breathe away
Living and Loving you is what I'm born to do
Seeing eye to eye is what's meant to be.
The details of this lyrical soul makes my heart skip a beat
A beat that pulpitates every second you touch me
Your heavy breathing got me breathing heavily
Your details got me wanting to be next to you
and never parting ways would be hell for me
So as I write this details appear to be accurate
cause you will always have a friend in me no
Matter what! ! remember that...
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Your Love
 
Your love has me going in circles.
Trying to make my way in the middle
You hypnotized me with you sweet being
Captivated by every turn, I take to get
Into your soul.
I feel as if you live in me, I'm thinking
for us now, and it's so amazing
How day by day I want to be near you
Breathe you, Live you
Waking up to your scent is so intense
Holding your hand  has left a mark
for your return.
Kissing you, there is no words I can say
Your love has been growing so strong
There is no strain in our world, because of you
I'm living and I'm loving once again
And I just wanted to say Thank You
for reviving me with your Love of ectacy....
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Your Moisturizer
 
I'm dehydrated I need to be lubricated and not just by your physical. I need to
be loved my memory is running dry, my heart is turning sour I need to devour all
of my past and make me live into the future. You came along and made
something happen, I'm curious about you and I'm loving it too!
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